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Context and mo1va1on: 
 
In the rapidly evolving landscape of ar@ficial intelligence (AI), the integra@on of data-driven control 
strategies represents a paradigm shiE in enhancing system performance and adaptability. The growing 
interest in data-driven control is mo@vated by their ability to bypass explicit iden@fica@on steps, a 
significant @me sink in tradi@onal control design [1, 2, 3]. This approach enables the u@liza@on of data 
to directly achieve the desired control design objec@ves. Nevertheless, par@cularly in the realm of 
complex systems, the adop@on of data-driven design strategies remains unconsolidated. This is 
aQributed to the absence of guarantees and a comprehensive understanding of the closed-loop 
behavior before deploying the controller. Moreover, the increasing complexity of modern engineering 
systems, par@cularly those with mul@ple interac@ng variables, poses significant challenges. 
Mul@variable systems exhibit intricate dynamics necessita@ng innova@ve strategies for effec@ve 
control. This research aims to explore and develop advanced data-driven techniques to enhance the 
control performance of mul@variable systems.  
 
The research objec@ves are as follows. From a methodological point of view, the objec@ve is to 
inves@gate how data-driven approaches can capture and exploit the interdependencies among 
variables to achieve superior control performance compared to tradi@onal methods. Another pivotal 
aim involves assessing the robustness of data-driven control strategies in the face of uncertain@es, 
control satura@ons, disturbances, and changes in system [4]. Addi@onally, the inves@ga@on extends to 
methods to incorporate prior knowledge about the system, if available, into the data-driven control 
design process. From a prac@cal point of view, the goal is to validate the proposed data-driven control 
strategies through simula@on studies and, if possible, experimental setups on a real-world applica@on. 
Indeed, the work will be carried out in collabora@on with Fives Cryo, a technological leader in the 
cryogenics market. The objec@ve is the design of a data-based control algorithm for a vacuum brazing 
furnace. The major difficul@es are twofold. The first relates to the very high number of inputs/outputs 
of the furnace (88 actuators and 49 measurement points), and the second concerns the variability of 
the load geometries to be considered. The aim is to overcome the controller's dependence on the 
geometry of the part to be soldered. The thesis work will take advantage of input/output coupling 
analysis to propose a data-driven control law that enables furnace temperature to be controlled 
independently of the geometry of the part to be soldered. The results of this thesis will be validated 
on Fives Cryo's complete digital simulator [5]. 
 
Methodology: 

• Conduct a comprehensive review of exis@ng literature on data-driven control and mul@variable 
systems. 

• Iden@fy the specifici@es of the considered real-world applica@on, collect relevant data, and 
preprocess the data for analysis. 

• Design and implement data-driven control algorithms, considering the challenges posed by 
considering mul@ple inputs and mul@ple outputs systems. 

• Evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms through extensive simula@ons and 
validate the results with experimental data if possible. 

• Compare the proposed data-driven control strategies with tradi@onal control methods, 
highligh@ng the advantages and limita@ons of each approach. 

 



Master internship: This research proposi@on encompasses the possibility of conduc@ng a Master 
internship before star@ng a PhD. During the Master internship, the tasks involve iden@fying the features 
of the targeted real-world applica@on, gathering per@nent data, and preprocessing the data for 
subsequent analysis and simula@on. The primary goal is to formulate a control strategy through a free 
model approach, with the intent of valida@ng it using the digital simulator provided by Fives Cryo. 
 

PhD: The PhD thesis offers a unique opportunity to contribute to the evolving field of data-driven 
control while addressing the specific challenges posed by multivariable systems in real-world 
applications. The main expected contribution is the development of innovative data-driven control 
algorithms specifically designed for multivariable systems. Furthermore, the project is part of a 
research consortium where the PhD candidate will interact with a mix of academic and industrial 
research partners. The candidate will join the research group CID (Control Identification Diagnosis) at 
CRAN, UMR CNRS – Université de Lorraine in Nancy (http://www.cran.univ-lorraine.fr/). The CID group 
research activities span all facets of systems and control theory, such as linear, nonlinear and hybrid 
systems theory, modelling and identification and diagnosis. The CID group has a strong interconnection 
with other academic institutions and industry. For prospective candidates passionate about the 
intersection of data-driven control methodologies, multivariable systems, and the transformative 
power of AI, this research offers an exciting opportunity. The collaboration with Fives Cryo ensures 
that the theoretical advancements contribute not only to the academic understanding of control 
systems but also make a tangible impact on the forefront of industrial practices within the cryogenics 
sector. 

Candidate profile:  
• You are a talented and enthusias@c young researcher. 
• You have experience or knowledge in the field of dynamic systems and control. 
• You have preferably completed studies in systems and control, mechanical or electrical 

engineering, or (applied) mathema@cs. 
• You work well in a team and are interested in methodological research. 
• You have good communica@on skills and a coopera@ve aftude to working in a research team. 
• You are crea@ve and ambi@ous, hard-working and persevering. 

 
Applica1on: Send an email to the advisors including your CV and your transcripts from your master's 
degree and previous years. 
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